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PROFESSIONAL
VOICE OVER 
ARTIST
– PREETI GAUR
(Founder of Apki Aawaaz ) 

Hi, 
I am Preeti Gaur, and I have been in the voice over business for 
more than 4 years now. We are From E-learning to drama, 
narration to dubbing and many more services.

To become a professional voice over artist, you do not require
any professional quali�cation, but just three major things

Good Hold
Over Your
Language

A Pinch
Of Talent

Correct 
Pronunciation
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Apki Aawaaz is a company that provides voice overs
Video Animation and other business promotion services.
We have given our voice to so many brands, like Sargam
Electronics, Ashok Leyland, Bharatiya Janata Party, Pet
pipers, Go Machenic, Stock Daddy, Peta India Etc.
We animate videos by original content, design,
illusration or computer generated effects that have eye-
catching artistic style.
 We believe that every business, irrespective of its
size, small, medium or big looks for a way to
communicate with its targeted audience, so as to
remain relevant. There is a large interest in going
digital, as it offers a platform that is easy to access
and has a wider reach. This is where we put our effort
to provide ideal solution, When it comes to Voice
Overs, Video Animation, Creative Jingle, Content
writing, Graphic Design etc. 
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APKI AAWAAZ STUDIO in Delhi is a leading company in
Voice over and Video Production.
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Certified by The DAHW German Leprosy and Tuberculosis Relief
Association (GLRA) is an independent non-governmental organisation with
headquarters in Würzburg, Germany.
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100+ 

4+ YE ARSEXP
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PROJECT 
DELIVERED
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“Today when you think
about voice-overs ar  st for
professional voice
recordings then only a name
comes into My mind is -
Apki Aawaaz by Miss Pree 
Gaur. Absolutely
professional services. She is
really crea  ve, talented and
is helping one and all to
grow and carve its own
niche in Voice Over
industry."

"I think I never was so
sa sfied with an voice ar st
before. Normally, many VO
ar  sts have good voices,
good recording equipment
and so on, but I was
almost always missing this
special “spark”. A
professional who not only
reads the text out loud in a
microphone, but really
feels the message behind
it and is able to transmit
authen  c emo  ons with all
ups and downs in her
tone.” Even with her
perfec  on, first cut of the
VO was 'so on point' with
right pronouncia  on that
we needed no revisions!
Definitely in a long term
rela  onship with them for
all our VO projects. Thanks
Preety & Team Apki
Aawaaz!

"We will give ur voice 6
Stars if possible. Your hard
work is really appreciable,
for me, you are a person
with Mul - skills, Mul  talent,
Highly energe  c, posi  ve
a  tude. I have no words to
describe your passion just
wanted to say ur voice
quality is very amazing

NANDINI 
BHARDWAJ 

ABHISHEK
ANAND POOJA RAJPUT
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Google Rating 
4.9 / 5



THANK YOU
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2151, 4E, New Patel +91-9999-609-255 
Nagar, Shadipur, New info@apkiaawaz.com
Delhi, Delhi 110008 apkiaawaz@gmail.com


